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Abstract

Factual objective type questions are effectively used in active learning, information and
communication technology based education and intelligent tutoring system for the
assessment of learner’s content knowledge. In this paper, we have presented an
automatic factual open cloze question generation system which can generate
fill-in-the-blank questions without alternatives. In order to generate the questions, the
system first extracts a set of informative sentences from the given input corpus. The
sentences are considered as informative based on part-of-speech tags and certain
rules. After the identification of the informative sentences the questions are generated
by omitting the answer-keys which are selected by identifying domain specific words
in the sentences. The unbound option set of an open cloze question often confuses
the examinees. However, open cloze questions require more productive knowledge
from learners than cloze questions. Finally, we have also suggested answer hints for the
examinees to reduce the number of possible answers that make assessment easier.

Keywords: Question generation, Open cloze question, Factual question,
Fill-in-the-blank question, Learner knowledge

Introduction
Question generation is the task of generating good quality assessment item automat-
ically from a given input corpus to examine the content knowledge of the learner
(Heilman & Smith, 2010b; Kunichika, Katayama, Hirashima, & Takeuchi, 2001). Auto-
matic question generation system is getting popularity for generating objective test items
(Goto, Kojiri, Watanabe, Iwata, & Yamada, 2009, 2010; Liu, Rus, & Liu, 2016). It is widely
used in different levels of educational assessment (Brown, Frishkoff, & Eskenazi, 2005;
Kunichika, Katayama, Hirashima, & Takeuchi, 2004; Lee & Seneff, 2007; Liu, Calvo, &
Rus, 2012; Pino & Eskenazi, 2009). It can be also effective for building an automated
examiner for evaluating the learner in intelligent tutoring systems (Conejo et al., 2004; Liu
et al., 2016; Papasalouros, Kanaris, & Kotis, 2008; Pino, Heilman, & Eskenazi, 2008; Vinu
& Sreenivasa Kumar, 2015). Questions are broadly categorized into two groups: Subjec-
tive Questions and Objective Questions. Objective Questions can be also classified into
two types: Wh-Questions and Fill-in-the-blank Questions (Agarwal & Mannem, 2011;
Erteschik-Shir, 1986). Questions begin with wh-word are called Wh-Questions like who,
why, when, how, etc. Fill-in-the-blank Questions are again classified into two subcat-
egories: Cloze Questions (CQs) and Open Cloze Questions (OCQs) (Agarwal, 2012).
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A CQ contains a sentence that has one or more blanks and four options are provided
to fill those blanks to complete the sentence. One of the four alternatives is correct and
the others are wrong. The wrong alternatives are called distractors since they distract
an examinee from choosing the correct answer. CQs and Wh-Questions with alterna-
tives are also called Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs) or Multiple Choice Test Items
(MCTIs) (Agarwal, 2012; Bhatia, Kirti, & Saha, 2013; Goto et al., 2009, 2010; Mitkov,
Ha, & Karamanis, 2006; Nikolova, 2009, 2010). The OCQs are also similar to CQs
without alternatives, which make them more difficult to solve. CQ generation consists
of three main steps: (a) Informative sentence selection that can generate question (b)
Identification of the answer-key that is the correct answer and (c) Generation of dis-
tractors which are the wrong answer set. OCQ generation has two steps (a) Sentence
selection and (b) Answer-key identification, one step less than CQ generation, which is
distractors generation.
Question can be generated to test the grammatical, vocabulary, content or subject

related knowledge of a learner (Brown et al., 2005; Lee & Seneff, 2007; Lin, Sung, &
Chen, 2007). We have concentrated our work to generate questions to test the con-
tent knowledge of the learner. This type of question has been termed as factual
question (Heilman, 2011; Heilman & Smith, 2010a). Informative text is used to gen-
erate factual question which requires fact-based answer. The text could be an article
from Wikipedia, any English article, or a chapter of a book. Factual question has
one correct answer which can be verified by referring to the text. As for exam-
ple a learner may be asked to go through a passage and then answer a set of
factual questions based on the information he or she has gathered from the pas-
sage. The factual questions allow e-learning professionals to examine how much a
learner be familiar with the passage, and what they need to know to fill the learning
gap.
All sentences of a textual document are not suitable for factual question gen-

eration. The sentence which has sufficient and quality information can act as an
informative sentence to generate the factual question. Therefore, the sentence selec-
tion has been performing a pioneer role in automatic factual question genera-
tion task. But unfortunately, the sentence selection has unable to achieve suffi-
cient attention from the researchers and only restricted in a limited number of
approaches.
In this article, we have proposed an automatic question generation system for gen-

erating factual open cloze test item to assess the content knowledge of the learner.
A new technique for informative sentence selection has been introduced here. The
technique extracts the simple sentences from the input corpus and then selects
some of those sentences as informative ones using few Part-of-Speech (POS) tag-
ging based rules. Next, we have performed identification of answer-key to gen-
erate the question from the selected sentence. Answer-key selection is done by
identifying domain specific words in the sentence. Though the open cloze ques-
tion requires more productive knowledge from learner than cloze question but its
unbound option set often confuses the examinees. Therefore finally we have suggested
an answer hint based evaluation of the examinee to reduce the number of possi-
ble answers that makes assessment easier but still assess the active knowledge of a
learner.
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Related works
Automatic question generation has come out as a promising area of research in the field
of Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Educational Technology. In the last decade, we
have seen that the researchers have paid a considerable amount of attention for objective
type question generation semi-automatically or automatically. But most of the researches
are confined to Multiple Choice Question (MCQ) or Cloze Question (CQ) generation.
Only a limited number of approaches have been found which showed interest in Open
Cloze Question (OCQ) generation. Here, we have listed some of the related works.
Manish Agarwal presented an automatic open cloze question generation (OCQG)

system. This approach consisted of two steps. In the first step, relevant and informative
sentences were selected and keywords were identified in the selected sentences in the
second step. News reports on Cricket matches were taken by the system as input and pro-
duced factual OCQs as output (Agarwal, 2012). Pino and Eskenazi attempted to measure
the level of hint in OCQs. They showed that the first few letters of a missing word in a
fill-in-the-blank question gave information about that omitted word. Their goal was to
adapt the difficulty level of a question to the student in an intelligent tutoring system for
vocabulary learning (Pino & Eskenazi, 2009).
Narendra et al. directly applied a summarizer, MEAD for selecting informative sen-

tences for automatic CQs generation (Narendra, Agarwal, & Shah, 2013). Correia et al.
used supervisedmachine learning technique for selecting stem to generate cloze question.
They utilized a set of features like sentence length, word position, chunk, parts-of-speech,
named entity, verb domain, known-unknown word, acronym etc. to run Support Vector
Machine classifier (Correia, Baptista, Eskenazi, & Mamede, 2012). Agarwal and Man-
nem described a system for generating gap-fill questions from a biology textbook. They
used a number of features like the position of the sentence in a document, is it the first
sentence, contains token that occurs in the title, length, number of nouns and pronouns
etc, whether it contains abbreviation or superlatives. But they had not clearly reported
how the features were combined, what should be the optimum value of these features or
whether there was any relative weight among the features (Agarwal & Mannem, 2011).
Pino et al. used a set of criteria like well-defined context, probabilistic context-free gram-
mar score, the number of tokens and the number of clauses. They also manually calculated
a sentence’s score based on the occurrence of these criteria in a given sentence and
identified the sentence as informative if the score was higher than a threshold (Pino
et al., 2008). Hoshino and Nakagawa presented a semi-automatic system to assist teach-
ers in order to produce cloze test items, based on online news articles. In their system,
cloze test items were generated by removing one or more words from a passage and the
learners were asked to fill the missing words. The system generated two types of dis-
tractors: grammar distractors and vocabulary distractors. User evaluation disclosed that
80% of the generated items were considered as suitable (Hoshino & Nakagawa, 2007).
Silveira described a general framework for question generation. The input to the sys-
tem was free text, which was parsed and annotated with metadata. Once annotated,
an appropriate question model was selected, and then the question was formulated
using natural language (Silveira, 2008). Brown et al. developed a system to generate
vocabulary assessment questions automatically. In this task they used WordNet for find-
ing the synonym, antonym, hyponym etc. in order to develop the questions and the
distractors (Brown et al., 2005; Miller, 1995).
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Coniam proposed one of the earlier methods of MCQ generation. He used word fre-
quencies for an analyzed corpus in the various stages of the development. The author
matched word frequency and parts-of-speech of each test item with word frequency
and similar word class options to construct the test items (Coniam, 1997). Mitkov et al.
presented a semi-automatic system for MCQ generation from a textbook on linguistics.
They applied several NLP techniques like term extraction, shallow parsing, computation
of semantic distance and sentence transformation for the task. They also used natural lan-
guage corpora and ontology such as WordNet (Miller, 1995; Mitkov et al., 2006). Aldabe
andMaritxalar and Aldabe et al. developed systems to generate MCQ in Basque language
(Aldabe, de Lacalle, Maritxalar, Martinez, Uria, 2006; Aldabe & Maritxalar, 2010). Chen
et al. proposed a technique for semi-automatic generation of grammar based test items by
using NLP techniques. Their technique was based on manually designed patterns and it
was used to find authentic sentences from the Web and transform into grammatical test
items. Distractors were also taken from the Web with some modifications in manually
designed patterns e.g. adding, deleting, replacing, reordering of words or changing part
of speech. The experimental results of this approach showed that 77% of the generated
MCQs were regarded as worthy. Their approach required a considerable amount of effort
and knowledge to manually design patterns that were later used to generate grammati-
cal test items (Chen, Liou, & Chang, 2006). Papasalouros et al. described an approach for
automatic generation of MCQs from domain ontologies. For experimental purpose, they
used five ontologies from different domains. Domain ontologies were represented in the
Web Ontology Language (OWL) format thus conforming to Semantic Web technology
standards (W3C 2004). Based on this approach, a prototype tool was developed which
used OWL ontologies to provide multiple choice questionnaires as output (Papasalouros
et al., 2008). Bhatia et al. presented a pattern based technique for selecting MCQ sen-
tences fromWikipedia. The sentences were selected using a set of pattern extracted from
the existing questions. They also proposed a novel technique for generating named entity
distractors (Bhatia et al., 2013). Majumder and Saha used named entity recognition along
with syntactic structure similarity for selecting informative sentences to generate MCQs.
In another approach, Majumder and Saha used topic modeling and parse structure sim-
ilarity to identify informative sentences. They selected the keyword based on domain
specific word and named entity. Distractors were selected using gazetteer list based
approach (Majumder & Saha, 2014, 2015).

Proposedmethodology
For testing the content knowledge of the learner it is required to generate open cloze
questions from a kind of sentences that carry proper information. Hence for generat-
ing open cloze questions, our first step is to identify the informative sentences. Next,
we need to identify the answer-key that is the right answer for a given question. There-
fore, our proposed methodology consists of two basic steps: sentence selection and
answer-key identification.
Open cloze questions are difficult to answer than the other objective type questions like

MCQs or CQs; moreover, question generated from complex or compound sentence has
a more complicated answer rather than the simple sentence. Therefore, we have confined
ourselves to generate the questions from only simple sentences. Sentence selection task
is subdivided into two parts. The first part identifies simple sentences from the input
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corpus. Then second part describes the selection of informative sentences from all simple
sentences by which we can generate the suitable questions.

Classification of sentences

Prior to describe the simple sentence identification; in this context, we need to mention
the different types of sentences which are found in the input corpus. We have categorized
them in following four classes.
Simple sentence: A sentence that has only one independent clause and no dependent

clauses.
Compound sentence: A sentence that contains at least two independent clauses. The

clauses are combined with coordinating conjunction.
Complex sentence: A sentence that has one or more dependent clauses (subordinate

clauses). A dependent clause cannot stand alone. Therefore, a complex sentencemust also
have at least one independent clause. These clauses are combined by using subordinate
conjunction (Klammer, Shultz, & Volpe, 2007).
Compound-Complex sentence: A sentence that has two or more independent clauses

and one or more dependent clauses.

Simple sentence identification

To identify simple sentences from the input text we have taken the help of openly avail-
able Stanford Parser1 and Stanford CoreNLP2 along with the help of Stanford Typed
Dependency Manual (Marneffe & Manning, 2008). The Stanford Parser provides the
dependency parsing of an input sentence and Stanford Deterministic Co-reference Resolu-
tion Systemwhich is a module ofCoreNLP Suit helps us to solve the co-reference problem.
We have proposed a mechanism that works on the dependency parsing to identify the
simple sentences.
To identify the simple sentences we have analyzed the dependency structures of the

input sentences. In a simple sentence only one nsubj or nsubjpass (subject) is there. If a
sentence contains more than one nsubj or nsubjpass then it is considered as compound
or complex. The nsubj and nsubjpass are categorized as subject according to Stanford
Typed Dependency Manual (Marneffe & Manning, 2008). For the explanation, we have
considered the following three example sentences.
Simple sentence: Amitabh Bachchan is married to actress Jaya Bhaduri.
Compound sentence: Jaya Bachchan joined the politics and became a Rajya Sabha

member.
Complex sentence: Amitabh Bachchan, who was born 11th October 1942, is an Indian

film actor.
A simple sentence is build up of one independent clause whereas a complex or com-

pound sentence is built from at least two clauses. From the sample sentences, we have got
the Stanford Typed Dependency notations as shown in Table 1.
The clauses in a sentence can be identified as the number of subjects (nsubj, or nsubjpas)

occurred in the Stanford Typed Dependency notations of that sentence. From the depen-
dencies in Table 1, the first sentence (Simple sentence) has one basic clause (Bachchan
married), the second sentence (Compound sentence) has two basic clauses (Bachchan
joined and Bachchan became) and the third sentence (Complex sentence) has two clauses
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Table 1 Stanford typed dependency of the three sample sentences

Simple sentence Compound sentence Complex sentence

compound(Bachchan-2, Amitabh-1)

compound(Bachchan-2, Jaya-1) nsubjpass(born-6, Bachchan-2)

nsubj(joined-3, Bachchan-2) nsubj(actor-15, Bachchan-2)

compound(Bachchan-2, Amitabh-1) nsubj(became-7, Bachchan-2) ref(Bachchan-2, who-4)

nsubjpass(married-4, Bachchan-2) root(ROOT-0, joined-3) auxpass(born-6, was-5)

auxpass(married-4, is-3) det(politics-5, the-4) acl:relcl(Bachchan-2, born-6)

root(ROOT-0, married-4) dobj(joined-3, politics-5) advmod(born-6, 11th-7)

case(Bhaduri-8, to-5) cc(joined-3, and-6) nmod:tmod(born-6, October-8)

compound(Bhaduri-8, actress-6) conj:and(joined-3, became-7) nummod(October-8, 1942-9)

compound(Bhaduri-8, Jaya-7) det(member-11, a-8) cop(actor-15, is-11)

nmod:to(married-4, Bhaduri-8) compound(member-11, Rajya-9) det(actor-15, an-12)

compound(member-11, Sabha-10) amod(actor-15, Indian-13)

xcomp(became-7, member-11) compound(actor-15, film-14)

root(ROOT-0, actor-15)

(Bachchan born and Bachchan actor). Therefore, we can identify the simple sentence
easily that has only one clause (one nsubj, or nsubjpass).

Informative sentence selection

Here, we have proposed a rule based method that retrieves the informative sentences.
Analysis of the Part-of-Speech tags (POS tags)3 in a sentence is the main backbone of
our proposed rules (Santorini, 1990). To identify the informative sentences, first we have
collected the simple sentences from the dependency parsing of the input corpus. Next, we
have analyzed the simple sentences and considered those which are neither exceeding 20
words nor having the RB/RBR/RBS tag (Adverb) and with at least two disjointNNP/NNPS
tags (Proper noun). The sentences which are having the aforementioned properties are
further refined based on the following POS tagging based rules.

1. A sentence having DT(Determiner) followed by NNP/NNPS(Proper noun).
2. A sentence having DT(Determiner) followed by CD(Cardinal number).
3. A sentence having DT(Determiner) followed by JJ/JJR/JJS(Adjective) ; then

JJ/JJR/JJS(Adjective) is also followed by NN/NNS(Noun) or NNP/NNPS(Proper
noun).

4. A sentence having DT(Determiner) followed by NN/NNS(Noun) ; then
NN/NNS(Noun) is followed by NNP/NNPS(Proper noun) or CD(Cardinal
number).

5. A sentence having DT(Determiner) followed by NN/NNS(Noun) and
NN/NNS(Noun) is followed by JJ/JJR/JJS(Adjective) ; then JJ/JJR/JJS(Adjective) is
also followed by NN/NNS(Noun) or NNP/NNPS(Proper noun).

6. A sentence having multiple DT(Determiner) ; then every DT(Determiner) must
fulfill any one of the above rule.

7. A sentence having multiple CD(Cardinal number) and not having DT(Determiner).

We have identified the sentences depending upon the aforementioned rules. According
to Penn Treebank Tagset (Santorini, 1990), the IN tag (Preposition or subordinating
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conjunction) is considered as a Stop-Tag or not important in our case and hence sub-
sequently skipped while applying the above rules. Therefore, the term DT(Determiner)
followed byNNP/NNPS(Proper noun)means one or moreNNP/NNPS tags (Proper noun)
come sequentially in a sentence after DT(Determiner) by ignoring IN tag (Preposition or
subordinating conjunction).

Experimental results
To test the accuracy of the proposed system we have extracted the data from eight
Wikipedia pages namely, Amitabh Bachchan, Ramayana, Mahabharat, Yoga, Internet,
India, Sachin Tendulkar, Bengal Tiger. These pages contain a total of about 2275
sentences; out of them, 614 are simple sentences. Hence 614 sentences are given to the
system which identifies 131 sentences as informative ones.
As there is no standard for computing the accuracy of such kind of system, we have

taken the judgments of five human linguistic experts on the correctness of retrieved
n sentences and considered the accuracy as the average of their judgments. They have
considered 120, 118, 122, 124 and 121 sentences respectively as acceptable informative
simple sentences. Hence the accuracy of our system is 92.367%. Table 2 summarizes the
results of simple sentence identification from the input text. Table 3 describes the results
of identifying informative simple sentences by which we can generate the open cloze
questions.
From the evaluation scores given in Tables 2 and 3, it can be concluded that the pro-

posed system is able to retrieve quality informative simple sentences from any input
corpus.

Answer-key identification
Answer-key identification is the task where we select a word or a group of words (n-gram)
which has the potential to become the correct answer of the OCQ. An OCQ has one
correct answer-key without alternatives. Therefore we need to identify the answer-key
from the selected sentence for question formation. Every informative sentence consists of
Unigram and/or Bigram and/or Ngram answer-keys. We have seen that the Ngram key
gives more information about the sentence as well as the topic from where we have taken
the sentence than the Unigram key. Therefore first we have tried to identify the Ngram
answer-key from the sentence; if there is no Ngram key available then we have considered
the Unigram answer-key to generate the question. For an open cloze question, it is difficult
to guess the answer. Therefore we have considered the number of words in Ngram upto
three for our experimental work.

Table 2 Result of identifying simple sentences

Wiki pages Total number of sentences Number of simple sentences

Amitabh Bachchan 224 70

Ramayana & Mahabharat 590 146

Yoga 390 84

Internet 390 61

India 389 65

Sachin Tendulkar 436 109

Bengal Tiger 356 79
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Table 3 Accuracy of informative sentence generation

Number of
simple sentences

Number of sentences
having at least two
NNP/NNPS

Informative
sentences

Correct informative sentences
(evaluators judgment)

Accuracy (%)

Evaluator 1: 120

Evaluator 2: 118

614 253 131 Evaluator 3: 122 92.367

Evaluator 4: 124

Evaluator 5: 121

The key identification task is subdivided into two phases. In the first phase, we have
preprocessed the source text from where we have identified the sentences. The text is
preprocessed in such a way that the frequency of NNP/NNPS(Proper noun) and the
co-occurrence of NNP/NNPS(Proper noun) are easily counted. We have used Dice-
coefficient (Dice, 1945) association technique for identifying a set of Ngram keysG1 from
the co-occurrence frequency of NNP/NNPS(Proper noun). Set G2 contains the unigram
frequency of NNP/NNPS(Proper noun). The Dice Coefficient is described for bigrams as

Dice = 2 ∗ x11/(x1p + xp1) (1)

Where x11 is the joint frequency and x1p and xp1 are the marginal totals of the bigram.
This measure also easily expands to Ngrams of any size, for example, the Dice Coefficient
for Trigrams can be defined as

Dice = 2 ∗ x111/(x1pp + xp1p + xpp1) (2)

Where x111 is the joint frequency of Trigram, x1pp is the number of times where token1
appears in the first position, xp1p is the number of times token2 appears in the second
position and xpp1 is the number of times token3 appears in the third position.
In the next phase, for each sentence Si, we have extracted a match from G1 that has a

maximum number of words and highest Dice Coefficient score. As we have mentioned
earlier, the maximum number of words in a answer-key is three (Trigram). If no match
is found then we have tried with the Unigram key whose frequency is highest from
G2. For the explanation of our proposed technique we have considered the following
two sentences: “Amitabh Bachchan is married to actress Jaya Bhaduri” and “Dasharatha
was the king of Ayodhya”. The first sentence finds matches with the two bigram keys;
Amitabh Bachchan and Jaya Bhaduri. The association score of Jaya Bhaduri is greater
thanAmitabh Bachchan because we have noticed that Bachchan comes individually many
times in the source text. Therefore, we have omitted Jaya Bhaduri in the sentence to
generate the question and identified Jaya Bhaduri as the answer-key.
Question: Amitabh Bachchan is married to actress _______.
Answer: Jaya Bhaduri
For the second sentence, there is no match for Ngrams inG1. So we have considered the

Unigram keys, and extracted match from the Set G2. Dasharatha, king and Ayodhya are
found asmatches, because POS tagger identifies these words asNNP/NNPS(Proper noun).
The frequency of king is greater than the other two words; therefore we have replaced the
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word to generate question and king is considered as the answer-key. The Table 4 shows
the promising accuracy of answer-key identification.
Question: Dasharatha was the _______ of Ayodhya.
Answer: king

Hints in OCQ tomake assessment easier
To solve an open cloze question is difficult, compare to other objective type questions
for a learner. For open cloze questions, providing hints is a way to reduce the number
of possible answers that makes assessment easier, although it still requires active knowl-
edge from the learners. Hence we have proposed here a way of generating hints of open
cloze questions for evaluating the learner’s knowledge. The hints include one or more of
the following, depending on the content knowledge of the learners: “Number of words in
the answer-key”, “First two letters of the unigram answer-key”, “Second word of the
bigram answer key”, “Last word of the trigram answer-key”, “Middle and last word of the
trigram answer-key”, “First two letters of the first missing word of bigram or trigram”, etc.
It is also difficult to decide the number of hints which are to be provided to the learners.

To attempt the OCQs easily we have provided the first hint that indicates the number
of words of the answer-key for all examinees. For unigram answer-key only two hints
are given to guess the correct answer; the second hint shows the first two letters of the
answer-key. For bigram answer-key three hints are there; the second hint shows the last
word of the bigram key and the third hint is similar with the second hint of unigram key.
For the trigram answer-key we have provided four hints; the second hint is similar to the
second hint of bigram, the additional third hint shows the middle word of the trigram
answer-key and the fourth hint is similar with the second hint of unigram key.
For explanation, we have considered three sample questions with three different types

of answer-keys:
Question: Father Kamil Bulke author of Ramakatha has identified over 300 variants

of _______.
First Hint: One (Number of words of the Answer-Key)
Second Hint: Ra _______ (First two letters of the Answer-Key)
Unigram Answer-Key: Ramayana
Question: The Ramayana written by _______ is one of the most popular verses in nepal.
First Hint: Two (Number of words of the Answer-Key)
Second Hint: _______ Acharya (Last word of the Answer-Key)
Third Hint: Bh_______ Acharya (First two letters of the Answer-Key)
Bigram Answer-Key: Bhanubhakta Acharya
Question: In _______ there is description of two types of Ramayana.
First Hint: Three (Number of words of the Answer-Key)
Second Hint: _______ Sahib (Last word of the Answer-Key)
Third Hint: _______ Granth _______ (Middle word of the Answer-Key)

Table 4 Accuracy of answer-key identification

No. of
sentences

Sentences
with trigram
answer-key

Sentences
with bigram
answer-key

Sentence
with unigram
answer-key

No. of question
with correct
answer-key

Accuracy (%)

122 14 48 60 117 95.902
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Fourth Hint: Gu_______ Granth Sahib (First two letters of the Answer-Key)
Trigram Answer-Key: Guru Granth Sahib
We calculate the evaluation score of a learner depending on the right answer and the

number of hints he or she has used to solve the question. In the above section, we have
mentioned that the question with unigram answer-key has 2 hints, bigram answer-key
has 3 hints and trigram key has 4 hints. Therefore the question with unigram answer-key
carries 2 credits, bigram key 3 credits and the trigram key 4 credits. The evaluation score
S for the right answer of n questions is calculated by the following formula.

S =
n∑

i=1
Qi(Cr) + Qi(Cr − Hu) (3)

Here, Cr is the credit of question (1 ≤ Cr ≤ 4) and Hu is the number of hints used to
guess the correct answer (1 ≤ Hu ≤ 4).
The following Table 5 shows the evaluation scores for 5 learners. A set of 30 questions is

given to each learner. The system is designed in such a way that the number of hints and
the credit of a question are unknown to the learner at prior to the test. There is a button
for hints. The same button can be pressed repeatedly when the learner tries to guess the
answer and the hints will be shown one by one respectively. The number of hints used
by the learner is easily counted by the number of clicks on the button. The button will be
disabled when all the available hints have been shown.

Conclusion
In this article, we have described a novel technique for identifying informative sentences
to generate factual open cloze fill-in-the-blank assessment items. The proposed tech-
nique retrieves factual sentences based on POS tags and certain rules. To form the
fill-in-the-blank test items we have omitted the answer-keys which are selected by iden-
tifying domain specific words in the sentences. To test the content depth of the learners,
the proposed system generates open cloze questions without giving possible answer set.
Though this unbound option set of an open cloze question demands more intensive
knowledge from the learners, it often seems to be complicated to solve. To make assess-
ment easier and to reduce the number of possible answers for open cloze question we
have also proposed an answer hint based approach for evaluation purpose. The experi-
mental results reveal that the proposed system can be used to judge the prolific knowledge
of the learners and it can enhance the assessment procedure of modern generation
education technology.
The system selects only 131 candidate sentences out of 2275 input sentences for OCQs

formation. Hence, to generate sufficient number of OCQs by our proposed system, a
huge size of input corpus is a prerequisite. The proposed approach sometimes discards

Table 5 Learner evaluation score and ranking (Total credit=180)

Number of correct answer given by learner

10 Questions (Credit 4) 10 Questions (Credit 3) 10 Questions (Credit 2) Score Ranking

Learner 1 3 (Used hints 8) 6 (Used hints 13) 7 (Used hints 7) 60 4th

Learner 2 4 (Used hints 10) 3 (Used hints 4) 8 (Used hints 10) 58 5th

Learner 3 5 (Used hints 12) 5 (Used hints 7) 9 (Used hints 5) 82 1st

Learner 4 2 (Used hints 5) 7 (Used hints 10) 8 (Used hints 8) 67 3rd

Learner 5 5 (Used hints 2) 4 (Used hints 5) 9 (Used hints 12) 81 2nd
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informative ones in sentence selection phase while filtering out the less informative
sentences. We have intensely studied the discarded sentences and observed that better
preprocessing steps likemachine learning or pattern based approachesmay be followed to
increase the accuracy of sentence selection phase.We have also considered the distractors
creation for CQs or MCTIs generation as future work.

Endnotes
1 http://nlp.stanford.edu:8080/parser/index.jsp
2 http://nlp.stanford.edu:8080/corenlp/process
3 https://cs.nyu.edu/grishman/jet/guide/PennPOS.html
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